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CRIME - Ukraine's HCCA boycott and the acid assault on Italian
father Giovanni Arcangeli
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Giulio's abduction to Odessa:
When HATE CRIME meets STATE CRIME - Ukraine's HCCA boycott and the acid assault on Italian
father Giovanni Arcangeli
Pryvit, Mme Hlushchenko !
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Ukraine's Soviet-styled HCCA boycott and relentless child-abduction/retention/alienation policy
has claimed a new victim, in the most brutal way.
On Saturday morning, in Odessa Oblast's Bilhorod town, there was a murder attempt against the Italian
citizen Giovanni Arcangeli. He had filed a HCCA child-return claim to your Ministry, after his little son Giulio
was abducted to Ukraine by his Odessan mother in 2017.
Some unknown men attacked him and poured highly aggressive acid on his head and face. Police arrived
only with great delay at the crime site.
Giovanni is now in hospital, with his head completely burnt and his eyesight in danger.
Giovanni is a cultivated, friendly and peaceful Italian gentleman - as from the picture book. There is no
justification for any aggression against him.
His commitment to his beloved little son Giulio under Ukrainian mafia-state conditions may cost him his
health and look for the rest of his life.
+++
Apart from the permanent crime against the abducted children which Ukraine's Soviet structures tolerate and
support ever since, an appalling crime against a HCCA father has taken place. It shows the state-sponsored
barbarianism in your country, whenever it comes to the father's role in child raising. This is not Europe - but
the lawless steppes of Western Asia, which nobody needs in the EU !
In Giulio's case, Ukraine's totally corrupt and biased state bodies acted in the way which is so well-known to
all foreign HCCA fathers:
- The child-return procedure was de facto put on hold for almost two years now - for deliberate
procrastination.
- The father-child contact access was obstructed by all bureaucratic means.
- All complaints and petitions to Ukraine's authorities were ignored - for exhausting the father.
Your Ministry of Justice is deeply involved in - and responsible for - this crime. If Ukraine had acted
accordingly to international law and human rights, Giovanni would have left with Giulio to safe Italy already in
2017.
It is your Ministry's policy of delaying, postponing, sabotaging and exhausting, that has pinned down
Giovanni to mob-ruled Odessa - with maximum risk for his personal security. On top, your Ministry
(as much as Denisova's Soviet-infiltrated Human-Right Commission) has ignored all his complaints and
petitions with maximum arrogance and defiance. See attachments.
All foreign HCCA fathers are aware of this as your Ministry's standard behaviour.
+++
There are many reasons to believe that Giulio's fanatic and insane Ukrainian mother is behind the
assault - for finally eliminating Giovanni from Giulio's life, in consistency with Ukraine's state policy.
Earlier this year, Giovanni has reported to Police and your Ministry another physical assault in Bilhorod's
streets which left him with his nose broken. Of course, Police did not adequately respond to his criminal
complaint. After all, Ukraine is repressive and heavily discriminating against foreign fathers.
This case will certainly shake up the public opinion in Western countries. The pictures are strong and
shocking. People will rightfully conclude: Ukraine is a mafia state !
Indeed, even five years after Maidan (!), your Ministry and Government have maintained an environment of
total impunity for Ukrainian abductor mothers (which hits Ukrainian fathers as much !). And the
damage which such insane mothers cause on the children is as bad - though less visible than Giovanni's burnt
face ...
+++
In Giovanni's and Giulio's fate, individual hate crime has met long-established state crime - with
horrible results.
Destroying father's life - mentally, physically, financially - with Ukraine's well-proven weapons,
harms the future of the child too.
Stop IMMEDIATELY Ukraine's infamous HCCA boycott and send ALL ABDUCTED CHILDREN home by
fast-track administrative order - without further endless Soviet show trials at your rotten courts !!!
Do not expose more foreign fathers to risk, danger and violence under the ongoing lawlessness in
your country !!!
And: Do good on Giovanni himself - as a small compensation for all the misery Ukraine's policy has
brought to him !!
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Let him see his son !
Anatol Jung
PS. More of this: in Facebook's "группа батько має право"
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